
Lecture 30: Neural Networks

CPSC 425: Computer Vision
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Menu for Today (Mar 30, 2022)

Topics:

— Backpropagation
— Convolutional Layers

Readings:
— Today’s Lecture:  N/A
— Next Lecture:       N/A

Reminders:

— Assignment 6: Deep Learning due Apr 8

Quiz 6 Apr 7/8

— Pooling Layer



Interactive Stroop Effect Experiment

In this experiment you are required to read the words. For example, for 
the word, RED, you should say “red.”
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The Stroop effect
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https://faculty.washington.edu/chudler/java/ready.html

Now you are required to say the color of the word, not what the word 
says. For example, for the word, RED, you should say "Blue.”
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Lecture 29: Re-cap

— The basic unit of computation in a neural network is a neuron.

— A neuron accepts some number of input signals, computes their weighted sum, and 

applies an activation function (or non-linearity) to the sum.

— Common activation functions include sigmoid and rectified linear unit (ReLU) 

inputs

weights

output

sum activation function
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A Neuron



Neural Network
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Example of a neural network with three inputs, a single hidden layer of four neurons, 
and an output layer of two neurons

A neural network comprises neurons connected in an acyclic graph

The outputs of neurons can become inputs to other neurons 

Neural networks typically contain multiple layers of neurons 

Figure credit: Fei-Fei and Karpathy

Lecture 29: Re-cap



Neural Network
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Figure credit: Fei-Fei and Karpathy

Lecture 29: Re-cap
Note: each neuron will have its own vector of weights and a bias, its easier to think of 
all neurons in a layer as a single entity with a matrix of weights (size = number of inputs 
x number of neurons) and a vector of biases (size = number of neurons)



Neural Network
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Figure credit: Fei-Fei and Karpathy

Lecture 29: Re-cap
Note: each neuron will have its own vector of weights and a bias, its easier to think of 
all neurons in a layer as a single entity with a matrix of weights (size = number of inputs 
x number of neurons) and a vector of biases (size = number of neurons)



Backpropagation

When training a neural network, the final output will be some loss (error) function 

— e.g. cross-entropy loss:

which defines loss for i-th training example with true class index    ; and 

is the j-th element of the vector of class scores coming from neural net.  
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Consider neural net which takes input vector      and predicts scores for 3 classes, where 
its true class is class 3:     
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When training a neural network, the final output will be some loss (error) function 
— e.g. cross-entropy loss:

which defines loss for i-th training example with true class index    ; and 
is the j-th element of the vector of class scores coming from neural net.  
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Normalize to
sum to 1

Consider neural net which takes input vector      and predicts scores for 3 classes, 
where its true class is class 3:     



When training a neural network, the final output will be some loss (error) function 
— e.g. cross-entropy loss:
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Backpropagation
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Consider neural net which takes input vector      and predicts scores for 3 classes, where 
its true class is class 3:     

Normalize to
sum to 1

probability of a class



Backpropagation
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Consider neural net which takes input vector      and predicts scores for 3 classes, 
where its true class is class 3:     

Normalize to
sum to 1

probability of a class

softmax function
multi-class classifier



Backpropagation
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Backpropagation
When training a neural network, the final output will be some loss (error) function 
— e.g. cross-entropy loss:

which defines loss for i-th training example with true class index    ; and 
is the j-th element of the vector of class scores coming from neural net.  
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We want to compute the gradient of the loss with respect to the network 

parameters so that we can incrementally adjust the network parameters



Gradient Descent

1. Start from random value of 

2. Compute gradient of the loss with 
respect to previous (initial) parameters:

3. Re-estimate the parameters

For          to max number of iterations

*slide adopted from V. Ordonex 

- is the learning rate



2
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Figure credit: Fei-Fei and Karpathy

Loss:

Gradient Descent
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Figure credit: Fei-Fei and Karpathy

Gradient Descent 

Loss:

Gradient Descent



Stochastic Gradient Descent

Problem: For large datasets computing the sum is expensive 

Solution: Compute approximate gradient with mini-batches of 
much smaller size (as little as 1-example sometimes)

Problem: How do we compute the actual gradient?



Numerical Differentiation

We can approximate the gradient numerically, using:

Even better, we can use central differencing:

However, both of theses suffer from rounding errors and are not good enough for 
learning (they are very good tools for checking the correctness of implementation 
though, e.g., use                     ). 

- Vector of all zeros, except for one 1 in i-th location

*slide adopted from T. Chen, H. Shen, A. Krishnamurthy CSE 599G1 lecture at UWashington



We can approximate the gradient numerically, using:

Even better, we can use central differencing:

However, both of these suffer from rounding errors and are not good enough for 
learning (they are very good tools for checking the correctness of implementation 
though, e.g., use                     ). 

Numerical Differentiation - Vector of all zeros, except for one 1 in i-th location

- Matrix of all zeros, except for one 1 in (i,j)-th location



Input function is represented as computational graph (a symbolic tree)

Implements differentiation rules for composite functions:

Problem: For complex functions, expressions can be exponentially large; also 
difficult to deal with piece-wise functions (creates many symbolic cases)

Symbolic Differentiation

Sum Rule Product Rule Chain Rule

*slide adopted from T. Chen, H. Shen, A. Krishnamurthy CSE 599G1 lecture at UWashington
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Automatic Differentiation (AutoDiff)

Intuition: Interleave symbolic differentiation and simplification

Key Idea: apply symbolic differentiation at the elementary operation level, evaluate 
and keep intermediate results

*slide adopted from T. Chen, H. Shen, A. Krishnamurthy CSE 599G1 lecture at UWashington

Success of deep learning owes A LOT to the success of AutoDiff algorithms 
(also to advances in parallel architectures, and large datasets, …)



Backpropagation

The parameters of a neural network are learned using backpropagation, which 

computes gradients via recursive application of the chain rule from calculus 
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The parameters of a neural network are learned using backpropagation, which 

computes gradients via recursive application of the chain rule from calculus 

Suppose                    .   . What is the partial derivative of   with 
respect to   ? What is the partial derivative of   with respect to   ? 

Backpropagation
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A trickier example::

Backpropagation

3
3



That is, the (sub)gradient is 1 on the input that is larger, and 0 on the other input

— For example, say x = 4, y = 2. Increasing y by a tiny amount does not change the 
value of f (f will still be 4), hence the gradient on y is zero.

A trickier example:

Backpropagation

3
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That is, the gradient is 1 on the input that is larger, and 0 on the other input

— For example, say x = 4, y = 2. Increasing y by a tiny amount does not change the 
value of f (f will still be 4), hence the gradient on y is zero.

Backpropagation
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A trickier example:



We can compose more complicated functions and compute their gradients by 

applying the chain rule from calculus 

Backpropagation



We can compose more complicated functions and compute their 
gradients by applying the chain rule from calculus 

Suppose                                . What are the partial derivatives of   
with respect to   ?   ?  ? 

For illustration we break this expression into                 and           . 
This is a sum and a product, and we have just seen how to 
compute partial derivatives for these. 
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Backpropagation
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Backpropagation
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Backpropagation
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Backpropagation
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Backpropagation

Computational graph (a DAG) with variable ordering from 
topological sort, where each node is an input, intermediate, 
or output variable
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Backpropagation

Computational graph (a DAG) with variable ordering from 
topological sort, where each node is an input, intermediate, or 
output variable

Suppose the network input is:

Then: (forward pass)
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Backpropagation
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(backward pass)
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Backpropagation

Suppose the network input is:
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(backward pass)
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Backpropagation

Suppose the network input is:
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Backpropagation

Suppose the network input is:

Then: (forward pass)

(backward pass)



Backpropagation Practical Issues
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(matrix of partial derivatives, e.g. size |x| x |y|)

“backprop” Gradient 
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Example: Let’s Build (world smallest) Neural Network 
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Let's create a neural network that will be able to differentiate (classify) these patterns
of simple 3x3 pixel images
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Let's create a neural network that will be able to differentiate (classify) these patterns
of simple 3x3 pixel images

We will need some labeled data 
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Example: Let’s Build (world smallest) Neural Network 
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Let's create a neural network that will be able to differentiate (classify) these patterns
of simple 3x3 pixel images

Neural NetworkNeural Network Class 3

What do we need to do? 

First, lets re-formulate the problem



Example: Let’s Build (world smallest) Neural Network 
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Let's create a neural network that will be able to differentiate (classify) these patterns
of simple 3x3 pixel images

Neural NetworkNeural Network
p(Class 1)
p(Class 2)
p(Class 3)

What do we need to do? 

First, lets re-formulate the problem



Example: Let’s Build (world smallest) Neural Network 
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Let's create a neural network that will be able to differentiate (classify) these patterns
of simple 3x3 pixel images

Neural NetworkNeural Network
p(Class 1)
p(Class 2)
p(Class 3)

Now, let's build a network!

How many inputs should the network have? How neuron outputs?



Example: Let’s Build (world smallest) Neural Network 
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Let's create a neural network that will be able to differentiate (classify) these patterns
of simple 3x3 pixel images

Input Layer Output Layer

What else is 
missing for us to 
train it?



Example: Let’s Build (world smallest) Neural Network 
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Let's create a neural network that will be able to differentiate (classify) these patterns
of simple 3x3 pixel images

Input Layer Output Layer Loss



Example: Let’s Build (world smallest) Neural Network 

6
2

Let's create a neural network that will be able to differentiate (classify) these patterns
of simple 3x3 pixel images

Input Layer Output Layer Loss

Note: should be w_j,i



Demo movie



Fully Connected Layer

* slide from Marc’Aurelio Renzato 

Example: 200 x 200 image (small) 

Spatial correlations are generally local

Waste of resources + we don’t have enough 
data to train networks this large 

= ~ 2 Billion parameters (for one layer!)



Locally Connected Layer

Filter size: 10 x 10 

Example: 200 x 200 image (small) 

= ~ 4 Million parameters

* slide from Marc’Aurelio Renzato 



Locally Connected Layer

Filter size: 10 x 10 

Example: 200 x 200 image (small) 

= ~ 4 Million parameters

Stationarity — statistics is similar at 
different locations

* slide from Marc’Aurelio Renzato 



Convolutional Layer

* slide adopted from Marc’Aurelio Renzato 

Filter size: 10 x 10 

Example: 200 x 200 image (small) 

= ~ 4 Million parameters

Share the same parameters across the 
locations (assuming input is stationary)

= 100 parameters

X


